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I thought this book would be useful to use as a basic course for 1st-3rd year students to do a study abroad. However, I have decided to use it as a revision course for
4th year students (I am currently teaching with a class that starts at 5th year). I want to use it to show them how to do Internet research (although I don't consider

myself an 'expert'). One of the main things I like about this textbook is that it is not overwhelming at first sight with so many pictures and it is not written by students
(with their occasional spelling errors). I highly recommend the 'teacher's manual' to any teacher because it has over 40 tips for effective teaching in a short one-page

handout. I have also made copious notes on some of the exercises with reference to other resources. Explore the NorthStar Web site regularly. I look at NorthStar
stories daily, particularly on Thursdays, to see how they are working with their students. Be sure to keep an eye out for NorthStar's Web site, too, where there is a
wealth of resources and information for teachers of ELLs. I like to also check NorthStar in the books section of our local library. Look for NorthStar books to explore
online. What is the weather? You probably know that English learners are often confused by the weather. NorthStar will introduce students to the weather and help
them to quickly create sentences describing the weather. You will teach students how to write these sentences, including teachers notes for your ESL students. You
will also include teacher notes for the correct use ofallweather words that are frequently confused by students and are essential for describing weather situations.
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Teachers' Manual
programs. You'll also

find a few sample lesson
plans that may be of

use to you as you
develop your own

curriculum.You'll also
find links to free lesson
plans and suggestions

from other teachers who
are using this resource
for their adult learners.

Finally, we have
included a number of

active, vibrant Facebook
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groups for your use, and
a group for you to join if
you want to find others

who are using these
resources. This is a

great lesson to use with
pre-intermediate

students. Though parts
of it can be used with
beginner students and
as a review for more

advanced students. The
point of this lesson is to
give students the ability
to differentiate between
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similar-looking
adjectives in English.

When teaching
adjectives ending in

edand ingyou will cover
words likeboring and
boredwhich tend to

confuse new speakers.
So if you find that one of

your students is
struggling with

adjectives this is the
right lesson to teach.If

you want additional
lesson plans and
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support, including
teachers notes, be sure

to register for a free
Off2Class account.

When to teach
vocabulary with a

meaning related to a
specific topic (e.g.

health, house, family,
etc.)A variety of

language (gauge)
topics, including

building definition lists
and having students use
the common prefixes to
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trace a word's meaning.
The lesson is designed

to be fun and
interesting, and will be
valuable for virtually all

language levels,
teachers and students.
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